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before downloading any game ps2, you need to check list name game ps2 classics emulator

compatibility: for ps3: here or for ps4: here (several games will work perfectly, several will have
minor issues, and others will have major issues or might not work. there is an ever growing list of ps2

classics being tested and documented on the psdevwiki) amagami is a remake of the visual novel
amagami ss for the nintendo ds developed by silver spoon and kadokawa shoten. it was released on
march 30, 2011 for the sony playstation portable. this is the first day patch only, which can be found
here: the game has some major re-design changes from the original. the current version is a remake
of the game amagami ss released by kadokawa shoten for the nintendo ds in march 2011. it was the

first game in the amagami series and was published by kadokawa shoten. the story of amagami is
about a japanese high school student named asuna. asuna is a normal and kind girl who dreams

about going to a hot springs resort with her friends in summer. she has been dreaming since she was
a child. she always dreamed about going to a hot spring resort with her friends and spending a

summer holiday there. this game is a visual novel and is available in japanese, english, and french.
while the game is available in the original japanese and the game's original language, there are

various other languages to choose from, including french, english, and spanish. amagami ss is an
adventure visual novel developed by silver spoon and kadokawa shoten released in march 2011 for
the nintendo ds. it is the first game in the amagami series. the game is available in english, french,

japanese, and korean.
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